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**Coming Soon!**

**THE BIOSIS CONNECTION**

YOUR DIRECT LINE TO BIOSIS® — Providing life science research information with low-priced access to a growing variety of databases.

Just look at what's available to you:

- **BioExpress** — Twelve weeks' worth of reference citations to journal articles, updated weekly
- **BioMeetings** — Hard-to-find meetings and symposia research findings
- **BioBooks** — Recently published life science books, with synopses of individual chapters and publication information
- **BioPatents** — Recently granted U.S. patents in the life sciences
- **Serial Sources for the BIOSIS Data Base** — Publication information on over 17,000 life science journals and serials
- **Forthcoming Events** — Information on upcoming meetings, symposia, seminars and special events in the life sciences

Also, the following databases are now under development:

- **Jobline** — Current employment opportunities available in the life sciences
- **BioTheses** — References to theses of interest to life scientists
- **Forthcoming Publications** — Books, journals and other upcoming life science publications of interest to you
- **AIDS Database** — Current findings in AIDS research

*AND MORE TO COME!*

Now, order books, register for meetings or request document delivery of that hard-to-find article all in the convenience of your office or home!

To find out more, contact BIOSIS Marketing Section, 2100 Arch Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103-1399, USA. Or telephone toll free 1-800-523-4806 (USA except PA); (215) 587-4800 worldwide; Telex 831739; Fax (215) 587-2016.
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